CARGO SERVICE
ITALY-ALBANIA

ANCONA - DURRËS
BARI - DURRËS
TRIESTE- DURRËS
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OUR PORTS

TRIESTE
Trieste port is the best connector from
Europe and Northern Italy to Albania and
offers major logistical and warehousing
opportunities. The Free Port area also
offers
numerous
operational
and
customs benefits.
Trieste Port is also a potential focal point
of groupage for Albania, exceptional
loads and intermodal transport, thanks to
its railway structures and terminals.
The Trieste to Durrës line, calling at
Ancona or Bari, has a dedicated terminal
and completes the Albania network of
Adria
Ferries,
with
twice-weekly
departures for Durrës.
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ANCONA
Ancona, the historical Home Port of Adria
Ferries, is the strategic point in Italy for
links to Albania. The local presence
means you can count on streamlined
procedures, infrastructures for every
need and the added value of a port that
historically faces and focuses on the
Balkans.
Ancona is the main connector between
Central-Northern Italy and the industrial
heart of the nation, with thrice-weekly
departures from and to Durrës.

BARI

DURRËS

Bari is the Main Port of Adria Ferries and
has
an
excellent
and
regular
connections. Punctuality, speed and
guarantees are the points of strength of
Bari Port, which offers daily departures
with the largest RoPax vessels in the
fleet.
Journeys on our vessels, with night-time
departures and arrival the following
morning, represent the best trade-off
between transfer and working day for
any forwarder.
The regular and frequent departures of
Adria Ferries also allow you to offer your
customers
extremely
flexible
loading/unloading times and to organise
your work as efficiently as possible.

The Port of Durrës is the heart of Albania,
as its Main Port for sea links with Italy,
Europe and the world.
There are multiple daily departures for
Italy’s major Adriatic ports. It also offers
the best chance to reach and connect all
the Balkan countries and has thus gained
the position of the "Port of the Balkans"
in the sector.
With the connections and maritime
services from this port, the distance
between Western and Eastern Europe is
shorter than ever.
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THE FLEET
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MICHELA

CLAUDIA

MARINA

FRANCESCA

It is the flagship of the Adria Ferries
fleet, with 78 internal and external
cabins,
capacity
for
992
passengers and 2040 linear metres
of garage space. With a cruising
speed of 23 knots, you will reach
your destination quickly and
comfortably.

The AF Claudia is the latest arrival
and the flagship of the fleet, with
top-quality accommodation and
hotel facilities. It can carry up to
1,000 passengers travelling in
comfort in the numerous internal
and external cabins and suites with
en suite bathrooms. The vessel has
2,030 metres of garage space that
allow it to carry a large number of
cars and lorries. Cruising speed of
23 knots.

The AF Marina has earned the title
of the largest RoPax vessel on the
routes between Italy and Albania. It
is primarily a cargo vessel, with
1,600 metres of garage space, and
can carry up to 120 heavy vehicles
and 500 cars. It has recently been
refurbished to add a hotel part,
with 475 beds, 120 internal and
external cabins, all 1st class, and
capacity for 600 passengers.
Cruising speed of 19 knots.

The AF Francesca offers the best
trade-off
for
the
service
of
passengers with cars and heavy
vehicles. It has over 800 metres of
garage space and can carry up to
70 lorries and 525 cars and 2,000
passengers in a wide range of
cabin choices: 600 beds and 180
cabins with en suite bathrooms.
Cruising speed of 18 knots.
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THE ALBANIA NETWORK

Our motto is "WHEREVER AND WHENEVER YOU WANT": we are the only
company offering departures from all the major Adriatic ports to satisfy all
your needs.
TRIESTE: with twice-weekly departures, available to all carriers loading
cargo in Northern Italy and Central-Southern Europe.
ANCONA: the heart and the historical port of Adria Ferries, with thriceweekly departures for operators with logistics hubs in Central Italy.
BARI: with daily departures, we guarantee quality and service continuity,
as well as reducing the transit time thanks to night-time departures.

SAFETY AND RELIABILITY
Keep your drivers and cargo safe when they travel on Adria Ferries vessels:
you will avoid attacks during stopovers and theft and damage of the
cargo. The drivers stay in maximum comfort and the cargo is safely stored
in garages that are not accessible to third parties. You can also use the
"unaccompanied cargo" service on our vessels, allowing you to optimise
its transport and use.

ON BOARD HOSPITALITY

All drivers can rest in our comfortable cabins with en suite bathrooms,
relax and enjoy the common spaces of the vessels and the delicious meals
prepared in our "a la carte" and self-service restaurants. We do not see
them just as customers, but as our GUESTS ON BOARD!

SAVINGS AND SPEED

SERVICES

Wear of the vehicle, fuel and motorway toll costs, traffic problems and the
risks of the road can all be avoided! Travelling on board Adria Ferries
vessels reduces the transit times to your destination, optimises costs and
avoids the risks of travel by road.

PARTNERSHIP
Our VISION is "building something together": we want to be your
PARTNER, not just your supplier, and to help you develop your business.
The characteristics of our vessels allow us to satisfy every need: Transport
in ADR, Exceptional Loads, Project Cargo.
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SPECIAL CARGO

TRANSPORT OF SPECIAL CARGO
The technical characteristics of the fleet, together with the
experience and professionalism of the crews, allow us to study and
propose embarkation solutions for exceptional loads in terms of
weight, height, width and length, always guaranteeing maximum
safety, thanks to the equipment and our established and historical
experience and presence in the ports and terminals.
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CONTACTS
AGENTS
Boarding Adria Ferries vessels is
simple and immediate! You can
book or request information via
e-mail, telephone or fax.

ANCONA
FRITTELLI MARITIME GROUP SPA
Lungomare Vanvitelli 18 - 60121 Ancona
Tel. +39 071 50211621 | Fax +39 071 202296

BARI
P. SANTELIA SRL
Via Putignani 53 - 70121 Bari
Tel. +39 080 5210266 | Fax +39 080 5289716

DURRËS

E-MAIL

WRITE TO US AT: cargo@fmg.eu, specifying the route that interests you and the
details of the vehicle.

TELEPHONE

Call us on: +39 071 50211621
Monday to Friday from 9.00-13.00 | 15.00-19.00

FAX
Send a fax to: +39 071 202296
Please indicate your telephone number. We will contact you!
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ADRIA FERRIES SHPK
Lagja 4, Rruga "Skenderbeg" - Durres
Tel. +35 552220105 | Fax +35 552220107

TRIESTE
AGENZIA MARITTIMA TRIESTE SRL
Stazione Marittima Scalo Legnami snc, Tireste
Tel. +39 040 820536 | Fax +39 040 8324658

